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Abstract: Mobile Wireless Sensor Networks (MWSNs) energy utilization is the most important trouble in recent years various 

research works going related to it. Clustering approaches are most proficient methods to accomplish the energy utilization. 

Cluster Heads (CHs) determination is a significant task in MWSNs as it utilizes huge energy while receiving, broadcasting, 

capturing the data from IoT nodes and broadcast it to the Basestation (BS). Inappropriate choice of CHs utilizes energy so that 

diminishes network existence. An energy resourceful network with appropriate optimization methodology is to be espoused to 

determine the CHs. A clustered methodology is proposed based on Tiger Swarm Optimization (TSO) approach to diminish the 

energy spending throughout cluster formation and broadcast stage. TSO clustered approach is established to consider 

parameters as intra cluster remoteness among of sensors to CH and lingering energy of sensors. The approach is 

experimented broadly on diverse environments, unstable sensors and CHs. The proposed TSO is evaluated with Particle 

Swarm Optimization (PSO), Cat Swarm Optimization (CSO) and Multi-objective Hybrid Genetic Algorithm (MHGA) based on 

data delivery, delay, lingering energy are simulated in ns2. 
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1. Introduction 

Mobile Wireless Sensor Network (MWSN) was 

deployed to gather data from environment and update 

it to base station [1]. MWSN technology appeared in 

various application embraces health care, defense, 

monitoring and maintenance. The foremost problems 

in MWSN are exploitation of nodes, position 

awareness and energy attentive clustering. In MWSN, 

sensors are grouped as clusters; clustering 

methodologies are most accepted to safeguard the 

energy of sensors. The environment is separated into 

numerous of clusters and every cluster contains a 

group head as Cluster Head (CH). The CHs in cluster 

accumulates the gathered information from sensors, 

combined and broadcast it to BS. Clustered routing 

approaches are admired methodologies in provisions 

with proficient broadcasting and scalability [2]. In 

MWSNs clustered routing approaches proficiently 

utilized for energy reduction in networks. The sensors 

are combined together to develop as cluster with data 

gathering and combination method to the accurate 

cluster head, that broadcast information to BS 

consequently energy utilization decreases. Intra cluster 

broadcasting assists in diminishing the remoteness and 

energy of sensors in cluster. Nowadays stimulated 

approaches offers enhanced optimization results in 

MWSN applications. Clustered structure is exposed in 

Figure 1. The main drawback of the existing  

 
methodologies are high energy consumption among 

nodes, delay in delivery of data, packet loss, diminish 

network life time so a fresh biologically stimulated 

optimization approach as Tiger Swarm Optimization 

(TSO) is converted to assimilate in to clustered 

approach to accomplish enhanced energy conception in 

network. TSO approach is calculated in ns2 simulation. 

These are the main contributions: 

Offer an innovative, dependable, and energy-

efficient clustering technique that takes into account 

the remaining energy of nodes, including wireless 

channel performance, the burden on the CH, and the 

distances to Basestation (BS) node. Suggest a load-

balancing, energy-efficient, consistent routing 

mechanism that takes into account the network 

parameters, travel time to the sink node, and remaining 

energy of the nodes. 

The following is the research paper flow chapter 2 

contains the works that are research methodology 

towards this problem. In chapter 3, the IOT based 

MWSN system design issue is explained. Chapter 4 

presents TSO related clustering methodology, while 

chapter 5 discusses the outcomes. The conclusions of 

the paper are emphasized in chapter 6. 

https://doi.org/10.34028/iajit/20/4/1
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Figure 1. Structure of cluster in MWSNs. 

2. Related Methodology  

Numerous of clustering approaches have been 

established for MWSNs. In this research work focused 

on biological stimulated approaches. Several clustered 

based Heuristic algorithms [3, 4, 5, 6] have been 

established for MWSNs. In that Low Energy Adaptive 

Clustering Hierarchy protocol (LEACH) [3] is a 

clustering methodology where sensors decide them as 

CH depends on chance. LEACH provides less energy 

utilization and extends lifetime. The drawback of 

LEACH methodology is chance of CH among sensors 

with little energy that probably expires rapidly thus 

condense existence of network. To overcome LEACH, 

Hybrid Energy Efficient Distributed Clustering 

(HEED) [7] and Power Efficient Gathering in Sensor 

Information Systems (PEGASIS) [8, 11] 

methodologies have been established. In PEGASIS 

sensors create a chain to broadcast and receive 

information only from its nearby sensors. PEGASIS is 

relatively energy resourceful than LEACH but it is 

inconsistent for huge networks. To enlarge duration of 

network several methodologies [9, 10, 11, 12] have 

been established in current for MWSNs. TL-LEACH 

[13], have been established to enhance the network 

existence larger than LEACH methodology. In this 

choice of CH depends up on intra cluster remoteness 

that causes energy disparity among sensors in network. 

M-LEACH [14] is established to broadcast the 

captured information to CH without of straight 

transmission with BS so that diminishes energy 

utilization evaluated with TL-LEACH. In V-LEACH 

[15] few smart CHs are elected next to core CHs to 

extend the existence that prove superior to LEACH. 

But sensors require more energy for choosing smart 

CHs. In E-LEACH [16] focused on residual energy 

deliberation throughout determination of CHs that 

expands the existence of network. An approach for 

energy evaluation in cluster related methodologies for 

WSNs established in [17]. Centralized-LEACH [18, 

31] the choice of CH is completed by BS. Intra cluster 

gap and energy of sensors are measured in LEACH-C 

and consequently able to pick proficient CHs that 

enlarge the existence of network. In [19], PSO 

technique has established to pick finest position of 

CHs. It diminishes distance of intra-cluster and also 

disregards the remoteness among the sink. Moreover 

sensors allocated to CHs related with remoteness that 

arises energy inequity in network. In [20], PSO related 

cluster arrangement using distorted robustness process 

embraces the intra-cluster remoteness and sink 

remoteness. But left over energy of sensors are not 

considered. In [21] an energy responsive CH 

determination which applies PSO-C that evaluates 

intra-cluster remoteness and primary energy 

percentage of entire sensors in environment. The fresh 

robustness process related with intra cluster remoteness 

left over energy and node compactness is established in 

[22] for CH determination in utilizing PSO, however 

cluster creation stage is avoided that consumes energy. 

In [23] contrast among fuzzy-C means, LEACH-C and 

Harmony search approaches executed in that re-

clustering problem is not concentrated. CSO approach 

enforced to FIR filter technique in [24]. The finest CH 

selection determination utilizing CSO is applied in 

[25]. 

In order to guarantee the most effective choosing of 

cluster heads procedure and to identify an optimum 

route discovery that verifies WSNs are extremely 

energy efficient, this work implements a novel HMS-

PSO methodology. In order to make optimum 

utilization of the low power consumption, this supports 

the creation of a multilayer quasi clustering design for 

choosing CHs with relay nodes while also optimising 

the route discovery among CHs and BS [26]. 

CH choice as well as the inter-cluster routing 

algorithm are the two tiers of the Energy-Efficient and 

Reliable Clustering Protocol (ERCP). The typical 

intracluster range, cluster traffic, remaining energy, as 

well as the dependability of intra-cluster data 

transmission are all taken into account when choosing 

the CH. A novel channel quality metric value is 

suggested to characterise the reliability of connectivity 

among each prospective cluster head as well as its 

respective cluster in order to provide consistent intra-

cluster data transmission. Data aggregation by every 

CH out of its components results in uneven dissipation 

of energy inside the cluster hierarchical. In addition to 

maintaining energy management, balancing the load 

across CHs is crucial for solving this issue [27]. 

To equalise the load across cluster heads, the cluster 

load is utilized as additional element inside the cluster 

head selection process. As with numerous prior 

clustering algorithms, we evaluate the average intra-

cluster range as well as the consumption of the nodes 

to increase end-to-end delay and energy conservation. 

The cross-functional and cross protocol, that will be 

employed to transport information to the sink node 

only after clustered stage, is the primary stage of this 

study. In order to maximise network energy 

effectiveness and throughput, three key factors are 

taken into account: channel capacity, node 
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consumption, and range to sink node. Information 

transmission across shaky pathways is prevented by 

signal strength [28]. 

3. Iot Based Mwsn System Design  

3.1. IoT Environment Design  

The model consists of S sensors arranged in a arbitrary 

environment of AxA and generates i clusters as c1, 

c2,...ci. Here sensors and BS contains mobility and 

opening energy. In initial stage BS straightforwardly 

broadcast information to entire sensors. The primary 

energy for entire sensors is diverse and network is 

heterogeneous. Sensors use diverse broadcasting 

energy intensity related with remoteness to where data 

to be broadcasted to CH or BS.  

3.2. Energy Design 

In this Energy Design transmitter depletes energy to 

execute radio electronics and energy required for 

amplifier and in receiver depletes energy to execute 

radio electronics. Energy utilization of sensors related 

with quantity of data and distant di to be broadcast. 

Here energy utilization of a sensor is relative to di2 

while the broadcasting distant di is small than 

threshold distant di0, or else it is relative to di4. The 

energy utilization of entire sensors in network for 

broadcasting k-bit data package as,  

ETx(k,di) = kEele +kEfsdi2, if &di < di0 

ETx(k,di) = kEele +kEmpdi4, if &di >=di0 

Where, Eele energy is depleted per bit to execute 

circuit, amplifying energy in free space environment efs 

and for multiple pathway method emp related with the 

amplifier and di0=√(Efs/Emp) is threshold for distant 

broadcasting. To receive k bit information energy 

utilized in sensors is as, 

ERx =kEele 

Where, Eele includes various parameters. It is 

simplified representation of radio wave broadcasting so 

it is very much erratic and complex. Likewise energy 

utilized by CH to obtain information from sensors is 

as, 

ERxS-CH =kEele((S/c)-1) 

Energy utilized by CH to broadcast information to BS 

after combining a k-bit as, 

ERxCH-BS = kECH(S/c) + kEele((S/c)-1)+kEmpdi4
BS 

Where, ECH is energy expenditure of CH for 

information combining c clusters.  

The network constrains applied in simulation is 

represented in Table 1.  

 

 

 

Table 1. Network constrains. 

Constrains Value 

Region 100x100 m2 

BS position 150-250 

Sensors 100 

Energy 1J 

Eele 50nJ per bit 

Emp 0.0015pJ per bit per m4 

ECH 5nJ per bit per transmission 

Efs 10pJ per bit per m2 

dimax 150m 

di0 50m 

Package size 3000bits 

4. Tso Related Clustering Methodology 

4.1. Tiger Swarm Optimization  

Tiger Swarm Optimization (TSO) is a heuristic 

optimization approach related with swarm intellect 

[24] from activities of the Tiger. It includes of two 

associate activities as “Searching Phase” and 

“Tracking Phase”.  

 Searching Phase:  

Construct duplicate of tigers and it stores current 

location of tiger. Determine the strength cost for every 

coordinate point in Equation (6). Choose coordinate 

points and substitute with strength aspirant points (Ai).  

Ai=(|si-sb|/(smax-smin) 

Where, si is recent strength and sb is preeminent 

strength. The aim is to diminish the solution then sb = 

smin otherwise sb = smax.  

 Tracking Phase:  

It quarry tracks tiger activities in environment. Revise 

the swiftness for every tiger track as in Equation (7). 

Ensure the swiftness rate and do not set to highest 

border. Renew the location of every tiger based on 

Equation (8), 

sid = sid + r*a(lbest-lid) 

lid = lid + sid 

Where, lid - present location of the tiger and lbest - local 

preeminent location of tiger, sid - swiftness of tiger in 

an A-dimensional elucidation environment, r - 

arbitrary value (0-1) and a - speeding up value (0.5- 2).  

4.2. Clustered Approach and Creation of Intent 

Function  

The cluster approach includes two segments as cluster 

creation and data broadcasting segments.  

 Cluster creation Segment: in this segment every 

sensors broadcast advertisement packets to the BS it 

includes their location information and remaining 

energy. Packets obtained from sensors, BS evaluates 

the finest CHs by utilizing TSO approaches and 

then broadcast to sensors regarding CHs As 

Advertisement (ADV) packet. The method of 

repeated clustering after the data broadcast segment 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

(7) 

(8) 

(6) 
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is over. The most favorable amount of cluster (cfav) 

is created by applying Equation (9) as,  

cfav=√(S/2π)*√( Efs/ Emp)√(Da/ di2
BS) 

Where, Da is network environment.  

 Data broadcasting segment: a slot has been 

commence after entire sensors obtains ADV packet 

from BS then sensors exchange their sensed events 

to their particular CHs. Broadcasting power of 

sensors are synchronized due to less remoteness 

among CHs. Radio of CH is switched ON relatively 

extensive time to achieve obtaining events from its 

sensors and exchange to BS. TSO related cluster 

approach is to determine CHs among sensors in 

deliberation with energy effectiveness so that 

enlarge network existence. Resourceful CH 

determination with energy effectiveness intra cluster 

distant and remaining energy of sensors.  

The optimization is generated as,  

 Intra cluster distant from sensors to CH: to utilize 

little energy, a sensor Si joins to CHj that is nearby to 

Si.  

 CH remaining energy: a Si contains a CHj with 

higher remaining energy than remaining CH inside 

the broadcasting environment. Consequently the 

most favorable CH determination difficulty can be 

mathematically applied in Equation (10).  

fint=bf1+(1-b)f2 

f1=maxj€(i,c)((∑ (di, CHj))/(|
𝑛

∀𝑠𝑖𝜖𝑐𝑗
Si|) 

f2=∑ {(∑ 𝐸𝑐𝑢𝑟(𝑖))/𝐸𝑐𝑢𝑟(𝐶𝐻(𝑖))
||𝑎𝑘||
𝑖=1 }𝑐

𝑗=1   

The intent function fint includes two components as 

specified in the Equation (10). The component f1 

signifies the highest entire Euclidean remoteness 

among the sensors ∀Si in their CHs CHj and |Si| is the 

amount of sensors in cluster Cj. Minimizing f1 it tend 

to lessen the intra cluster average remoteness among 

these sensors and their particular CHs. f2 is summation 

of the proportion of current remaining energy of entire 

active sensors ∑ 𝐸𝑐𝑢𝑟(𝑖)
||𝑎𝑘||
𝑖=1  in environment with 

present energy intensity of CHj is Ecur (CH(i)). To 

reduce f2 in ∑ 𝐸𝑐𝑢𝑟(𝑖)
||𝑎𝑘||
𝑖=1  has minimum and ∆ Ecur 

(CH(i)) is increased thus intent function fint, cluster 

creation and CH determination in IoT based MWSN 

can be optimized and rotate energy exploitation will 

enlarged in environment. Decreasing f2 produces most 

favorable CH determination to diminish the energy 

utilization in the environment. The involvement of f1 

and f2 in intent function.  

4.3. TSO Approach 

TSO approach for the established cluster methodology 

as,  

1. Initialize entire sensors with diverse energy level are 

arranged in 100X100 m2 environment.  

2. Assume 5% of sensors as CHs in arbitrary way.  

3. Determine the nearby CHs for entire sensors  

4. for i range from 1 to S sensors.  

5. Assume min distant di //distant from sensor i to BS.  

6. for j ranges from 1 to C //No. of CHs  

7. Distant = dij //distant from Si to CHj  

8. if (min_distant > distant)  

9. Min_distant = distant  

10. cluster_id = j  

11. End if  

12. End for  

13. Calculate the min_average intra_cluster distant and 

BS distant of entire CHs (f1) by Equation (11)  

14. Calculate f2 to enlarge the entire energy of CHs 

applying Equation (12)  

15. Determine robustness for entire sensor  

16. for i ranges from 1 to s  

17. robustness (i) = af1 + (1-a)f2  

18. P_besti = robustness (i)  

19. End for  

20. Assume the initial speed of entire sensor = 0.  

21. Assume the lower cost of P_besti as g_best and 

allocate the cost of P_besti as g_best  

22. for i ranges from 1 to complete cycles 

23. Calculate the location and speed of every sensors 

utilizing TSO approach by Equations (5) and (6).  

24. replicate steps 3-6 to identify nearby CH for each 

sensors.  

25. replicate step 7 and 8 for determining f1 and f2.  

26. Determine robustness and revise P_best  

27. for I ranges from 1 to C  

28. if (robustness (i) ≤ P_besti)  

29. P_besti = robustness (i)  

30. End if  

31. End For  

32. replicate step 12 to calculate g_best  

33. Step End For  

5. Outcomes  

The simulation is experimented in NS2. The simulation 

factors PSO from [29], CSO [30] and Multi-objective 

Hybrid Genetic Algorithm (MHGA) [31] as in Table 2.  

Table 2. TSO factors. 

Factor Cost 

SMP 5 

SRD 25% 

CDC 75% 

MR 0.7 

c 2 

r 1 

BS station is located at middle of the environment at 

initial stage. After a while sensors, CHs swifts its 

location and analysis its performance. Approach is 

examined at starting sensors as 50 and slightly 

enhanced up to 80. The outcome is marked as graphs 

(9) 

(10) 

(11) 

(12) 
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by as standard of 25 cycles. The outcome of TSO 

related cluster approach is calculated by factors like 

robustness, energy utilization, network existence and 

quantity of data obtained at base station.  

5.1. Comparison of Outcomes 

The TSO has been executed to determine the finest 

CHs for IoT based MWSN. The evolutionary 

approaches of PSO also implemented to resolve 

optimization drawback to evaluate the outcomes of 

TSO. The robustness for intention as per Equation (10) 

with PSO, CSO, MHGA and TSO are exposed in 

Figure 2 it is understand that TSO accomplishes 

enhanced less robustness rate for the intent function 

PSO, CSO, MHGA algorithm. The foremost weakness 

of PSO is inability to retain the predictable levels of 

populace variety and the stability among universal and 

narrow searches. Consequently the sub-optimal 

resolution for PSO is hastily attained. PSO approach 

includes some modified factors that really persuade the 

methodologies outcomes. In TSO the universal and 

narrow search contains diverse tactic. The speed and 

location renew is utilized for universal search tigers in 

tracking phase and not for narrow search tigers in 

searching phase. This methodology offers to attain 

rapid goal by TSO. 

 

Figure 2. Robustness function. 

5.2. Determination on Energy Utilization and 

Network Existence  

Energy utilization is remaining energy of sensor. As 

cycles raise the remaining energy of sensors is 

plummeting downwards, the appropriate choice of CHs 

contains critical responsibility in dropping the energy 

utilization and the TSO approach contains appropriate 

function in deciding CHs applying the robustness 

function. Energy utilization of network over cycles is 

symbolized in Figure 3 shows that TSO approach is 

enhanced because it applies robustness function that 

thinks about intra cluster distant from the CHs to 

establish their finest position. Energy utilization of 

TSO approach achieves 9% than CSO approach. 

 

Figure 3. Rounds vs. energy utilization. 

Table 3. Network existence. 

Approaches Network Existence 

Initial Sensor 

Expire (ISE) 

Final Sensor 

Expire (FSE) 

CSO 1824 2201 

MHGA 1875 2397 

TSO 1901 2429 

 

Figure 4. Network existence. 

In TSO methodology the CH is nominated from 

sensors with huge remaining energy to enlarge network 

existence. From Figure 4 illustrates that network 

existence of proposed approach is enhanced than 

existing methodologies. BS is located at middle of 

environment that produces enhanced existence but 

when location of BS is corner of environment that 

diminishes its existence. TSO methodology generates 

enhanced clustering environment and CHs are elected 

resourcefully in the environment. Energy utilization of 

entire sensors was condensed due to small distant 

among sensors and CHs. TSO and CSO, determination 

of CH is contented by applying a cost process contains 

sensors remaining energy that utilized to determine 

finest CH. Table 3 portrays the outline of network 

existence factors for diverse approaches evaluated. 

5.3. Determining Data Package Obtained at BS  

From Figure 5, TSO approach obtains huge quantity of 

information at BS because of its enhanced energy 

utilization and extends network existence compared to 

CSO. When BS is at middle of environment quantity of 

packages obtained is high. When the location of BS at 

corner quantity of packages obtained is diminishing. 

Electing suitable CHs while applying capable 

robustness function TSO performs better outcomes 
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than existing approaches.  

 

Figure 5. Time vs. Information obtained in BS. 

6. Conclusions  

In this research work an energy proficient clustering 

approach as TSO. Rapid execution of robustness 

process of TSO helps to determine appropriate CHs 

proficiently. TSO focused on appropriate construction 

of clusters throughout intra cluster distant, proper BS 

place, remaining energy of sensors to amplify 

effectiveness of network. Simulated outcomes 

demonstrate that TSO approach achieves enhanced 

than MHGA, CSO and PSO in provisions with energy 

utilization, network existence, and quantity of 

information packages obtained at BS. Future work can 

focus to employ fuzzy and machine learning based 

TSO approaches. 
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